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Page 2 Safety data sheets provide information on chemical products that help users of those chemicals to make a risk assessment. They describe the hazards the chemical presents, and give information on handling, storage and emergency measures in case of accident. Safety data sheet information may lead to guidance appropriate for your task.
COSHH essentials is a web tool that advises employers on good control practice. By law (see REACH, Chemical classification) suppliers of chemicals must provide an up to date safety data sheet if a substance is dangerous for supply. Caution A safety data sheet is not a risk assessment. You should use the information it contains to help make your own
assessment. As well as receiving chemicals you may supply them to others. If you do, you must pass on information (as safety data sheets) to those whom you supply. You can find further information on HSEs REACH web pages and on HSEs CLP web pages Safety data sheets (SDS) for house cleaning supplies and products. What are safety data
sheets? And why should we learn how to read safety data sheets? (This should be part of every house cleaner training and maid service training.) Today we Ask a House Cleaner about the globally harmonized system. All chemical manufacturers worldwide have an SDS for every for detergent, solution or product they produce. Angela Brown, The
House Cleaning Guru says if you don’t know the chemical breakdown for solutions you shouldn’t use them. These tips and more cleaning advice right here, right now. Listen: Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for House Cleaning Products Watch: Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for House Cleaning Products Hey there, I’m Angela Brown, and this is Ask a House
Cleaner. This is a show where you get to ask a house cleaning question, and I get to help you find an answer. Question: Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for House Cleaning Products Now today’s question is, “What are Safety Data Sheets and why should I care?” We will talk about this today. Safety Data Sheets (SDS) Will Help You Choose Which Products to
Use Safety data sheets are part of the globally harmonized system. Safety Data Sheets also referred to as SDS is mandatory for everybody who produces manufactures and sells a chemical product. This would be things like shampoo, deodorant, toothpaste and your cleaning supplies. So if you call me and you say, “Hey, can I mix Clorox with something
else?” I am going to tell you, “Heck no, don’t mix Clorox with anything because there may be fatal or toxic results.” But my next question is going to be, “What kind of Clorox are you mixing?” I don’t know. How many kinds of bleach are there? So you have to go back to the safety data sheet. It’s abbreviated to SDS. You got to look that information up.
What Kind of Cleaning Products Can Be Mixed With Bleach? There are dozens of bleach products on the market. But let’s assume you’re asking about Clorox Bleach Regular. Heck, there are dozens of Clorox bleach products. Bleach is a strong chemical that you can dilute with water, but I don’t recommend mixing it with anything. Mixing it can create
toxic results. I know a house cleaner who mixed bleach with ammonia and the fumes were so bad her eyes started stinging and then she passed out. Mixing chemicals is foolish if you don’t know what you’re doing. If you’re not sure of the chemical breakdown of any particular chemical including Clorox bleach, check the MSDS – BEFORE YOU MIX IT.
What is a Safety Data Sheet? (Formerly known as MSDS for Material Safety Data Sheet) A Safety Data Sheet (SDS) is a fact sheet manufacturers are required to provide to the public, to describe the chemical properties of their product. There are 16 sections of a Material Safety Data Sheet. They include brand-specific information such as physical
data (solid, liquid, color, melting point, flash point, etc.) They also list health effects, first aid, and reactivity. You will learn storage methods, handling, and proper disposal of the chemicals. You will also learn personal protection and spill/leak procedures. As required by the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA), the target audience
for information in a Safety Data Sheet is the occupation worker who is exposed to chemicals at work. But you can also benefit as a consumer from learning to read an SDS sheet. The Safety Data Sheet for Clorox bleach is 10 pages long and has some pretty detailed information. Here’s a screenshot of page 2. I’ve highlighted with arrows some
interesting things you may want to consider before mixing bleach with other chemicals. Hazard Statements Arrow 1: Hazard Statement: Causes mild skin irritation and causes serious eye irritation. Arrow 2: Hazards Not Otherwise Classified: Heart conditions or chronic respiratory problems such as asthma, emphysema, or obstructive lung disease.
(Hazards Not Otherwise Classified are also referred to as HNOC.) Arrow 3: Interactions with Other Chemicals: Reacts with other household chemicals such as products containing ammonia, toilet bowl cleaners, rust removers, or acids to produce hazardous gases, such as chlorine and other chlorinated compounds. Right above arrow 3, you can see
that other information includes: Toxic to aquatic life with long-lasting effects. Interesting to know. I’m not picking on Clorox or saying that it’s a “bad” chemical, I’m simply pointing out that the MSDS sheet has warnings that need attention. Safety Data Sheets Have 16 Different Sections Here is an OSHA QuickCard that breaks down the sixteen
sections of an SDS. Safety Data Sheets Will Tell You Important Information One of the things you’ll find on Safety Data Sheets are the hazardous or health warnings. As in what will happen to you if you consume them, touch them or mix them? Does it irritate your eyes? Does it irritate your skin? Is it going to make you sneeze? Is it going to give you
bronchial problems? It will specify all those things. Then there will be a warning hazard with pictograms that will alert you to the dangers, and what types of dangers. Safety Data Sheets Will Show the Color Then there will be something on there that will show the physical and chemical properties. It will describe what you’re looking at. What is the
texture, color, and formation? Is it liquid or powder? If the product is different from what the SDS says, you will know that you have the wrong product inside the container. Here’s a tip – don’t remove chemicals from their original containers. Before You Buy New Products Whenever you buy a new product for your house cleaning business, try to
sample it first. This way, you can see if it causes allergies or if it makes you sneeze, or if you have some kind of reaction to it. If you don’t, then you may want to go online and look up the SDS sheet. See if, in fact, that product is clinically and environmentally friendly for your business. Then, think. Is this something that you will want to use for the
next year, 5 years or 10 years in your house cleaning business? Even If You Are Not a House Cleaner This advice can apply to the general public even if you don’t have a house cleaning company. You might be thinking about buying something new because you saw a new ad on TV. But before you get caught up in the hype of the advertising, check out
the safety data sheet. What’s inside that product? You might be allergic to a chemical that’s inside that product. You won’t know that until you look at the safety data sheets. How Do You Find the Safety Data Sheets? How do you find the safety data sheets? You go to Google and you type in the name of the product that you want to buy. Then next to
that you type in SDS. That will cue the internet to bring up information you need. You can look at it and say, “Yes, this looks like a product I would like to use.” The key is this: know how to find the safety data sheets. What Happens When You Use Products With a Harmful Chemical? Okay. So you goof. You have used a product with a harmful chemical
in it. And maybe one of your kids or pets ingest that chemical. What do you do? Take a Picture of the Product Label You will be taking your child to the hospital or pet to the emergency vet. Before you leave, take a picture of the product and the product label with your phone. The reason you want to make sure to do this is so that you can look at the
correct SDS. One version of Clorox might be different from another version of Clorox, and so on. Pull up the Safety Data Sheets Then, when you are sitting in the waiting room, you can go online to find the proper SDS. You can then pass it on to the person at the counter. You can say, “Hey, I just looked up the safety data sheet for the product that my
child or my pet ingested. I’d like to give that to you so you know exactly what you’re dealing with.” The Alternative? If you do not do this, the care might not be the best it can be. You might say, “My child ingested Clorox.” If you don’t say what kind of Clorox, there might be different chemicals in there. I am not bashing the Clorox brand, I am just
using it as an example. There are a few different types of Clorox. You don’t want them treating for one brand when in fact what you have is actually a different brand. Because they could give your child or pet a medication that could react in a different way than expected. So always pull up the exact safety data sheet. Learn about Safety Data Sheets
and Use Them! It’s super important that you learn about the importance of safety data sheets. Now it’s a globalized program. Everybody around the world is using the same exact systems so that it is constant no matter where you go. Learn about safety data sheets. Have classes with your employees that explain the hazards and precautions for the
products your company uses. Make the safety data sheets for the specific products your cleaning company uses available to your employees. Alright, that’s safety data sheets. Until we meet again, leave the world a cleaner place than when you found it. Disclosure During the shows we recommend services, sites, and products to help you improve your
cleaning and grow your cleaning business. We have partnerships with these companies to provide you with discounts, and savings. By clicking on and buying from the links in the show notes, we may receive a commission which helps pay for the production costs of the show. Support the show so we can continue to bring you free tips to improve your
cleaning and help you grow your cleaning business. THANK YOU! About the Show Learn how the show came to be, interesting facts about the show host, and other frequently asked questions about the show. Resources For This Episode OSHA Quick Card – Hazard Communication Safety Data Sheets – Sample Safety Data Sheets for Gasoline – How
To Read A Safety Data Sheet (SDS/MSDS) Poster, 24 x 33 Inch, UV Coated Paper – ComplyRight SDS Binder and Dividers – Avery Safety Data Sheets Binder – Accuform Signs ZRS347 RIGHT-TO-KNOW STATION, 18″ Length x 24″ Width x 0.063″ Thick Aluminum Board with Coated Wire Basket, 1-1/2″ Safety Data Sheets 3-Ring Binder Included –
Bilingual Right to Know SDS Center Wire Rack and 3″ Binder with GHS Pictograms – Permissions To Share You Have Our Permission To Share This Episode Show Sponsor Savvy Cleaner – House Cleaner Training & Certification HouseCleaning360 – A referral hub connecting house cleaners with home service providers My Cleaning Connection – A
hub for all things cleaning
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